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Abstract: This article argues that philosophers and laypeople commonly conceptualize moral 
truths or justified moral beliefs as discoverable through intuition, argument, or some other 
purely cognitive or affective process. It then contends that three empirically well-supported 
theories all predict that this ‘Discovery Model’ of morality plays a substantial role in causing 
social polarization. The same three theories are then used to argue that an alternative 
‘Negotiation Model’ of morality—according to which moral truths are not discovered but 
instead created by actively negotiating compromises—promises to reduce polarization by 
fostering a progressive willingness to ‘work across the aisle’ to settle moral issues 
cooperatively. This article then examines potential methods for normatively evaluating 
polarization, arguing there are prima facie reasons to favor the Negotiation Model over the 
Discovery Model based on their hypothesized effects on polarization. Finally, I outline 
avenues for further empirical and philosophical research. 
 
Most of us are accustomed to thinking of morality in a positive light. Morality, we say, is a 
matter of distinguishing good from bad, right from wrong, and acting well. However, moral 
beliefs and discourse also plausibly play a role in group polarization, the tendency of social 
groups to divide into progressively more extreme factions, each of which regards other 
groups to be ‘wrong.’1 Group polarization often occurs along moral lines2, and is known to 
have many disturbing social effects, including increasing racial prejudice among the already 
moderately prejudiced3, group decisions that are more selfish, competitive, and less trusting 
than individual decisions4, the erosion of public trust5, juries imposing more severe 
                                                          
1 See Isenberg (1986) and Pruit (1971). 
2 See Haidt (2001, 2012). 
3 Myers and Bishop (1970). 
4 Luhan, Kocher, and Sutter (2009). 
5 Rapp (2016). 
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punishments in trials6, extreme political decisions7, and war, genocide, and other violent 
behavior.8   
This article argues that three empirically-supported theories of group polarization all 
predict that polarization is likely caused in significant part by the widespread acceptance of 
a Discovery Model of morality: a model which holds that moral truths or morally justified 
beliefs can be discovered through moral intuition, moral reasoning, or some other purely 
cognitive or affective process. §1 of this paper clarifies this model, showing how it appears 
commonly presupposed by laypeople and in moral philosophy, cohering as well with 
empirical research on how people ordinarily form moral beliefs. §2 then argues that three 
leading empirical theories of group polarization—Social Comparison Theory9, Informational 
Influence Theory10, and Self-Categorization Theory11—all predict that the Discovery Model 
likely plays a significant role in causing polarization. Next, §3 argues there are converse 
reasons to believe that an alternative Negotiation Model of morality, according to which 
moral truths are instead created by negotiating compromises, would likely prevent 
polarization and promote cooperative compromise. §4 then outlines potential methods for 
normatively evaluating polarization and the two models of morality, suggesting that the 
Negotiation Model’s theorized effects on polarization are prima facie desirable and the 
Discovery Model’s prima facie undesirable.  Finally, §5 explores avenues for further 
empirical and philosophical research. 
                                                          
6 Bray and Noble (1978) 
7 Walker and Main (1973) 
8 Newman (2002), Sunstein (2002). 
9 Bray and Noble (1978), Mackie (1986). 
10 Stoner (1961); Myers and Arenson (1972); Hinsz and Davis (1984). 
11 Abrams et al (1990). 
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As a point of clarification, this paper’s aims are modest.12 First, it neither aims to 
establish that the Discovery Model causes polarization, nor that the Negotiation Model is 
psychologically realistic or would reduce polarization. Because these are complex empirical 
issues, this article merely aims to provide strong theoretical grounds for investigating these 
matters further in future research. This paper also does not aim to settle a variety of 
philosophical questions, including whether or when polarization is morally desirable, or 
whether the Negotiation Model should be favored over the Discovery Model simpliciter. 
Although §4 contends there are prima facie reasons to favor the Negotiation Model over the 
Discovery Model due to their theorized effects on polarization, these hypotheses must also 
be tested in future research. Finally, although some readers may worry that this article 
engages in hineinterpretieren—a problematic form of post-hoc theorizing that involves 
drawing spurious connections between theories and data—this article is better understood 
as embodying a common and important method: that of arguing that genuine conceptual 
connections between existing theories and data entail novel, testable empirical 
hypotheses—a standard first step in justifying new empirical research programs.13 
1 The Discovery Model of Morality  
Some philosophers14 and everyday laypeople purport to be moral skeptics, alleging that 
there are no moral facts at all. Nevertheless, most people appear to form and express moral 
beliefs in the course of everyday life. We regularly speak of people doing ‘right’, ‘wrong’, 
‘good’, and ‘bad.’ We also tend to do so in accordance with a particular model of morality: a 
Discovery Model according to which moral truths or morally justified beliefs exist to be 
                                                          
12 I thank two anonymous reviewers for inviting me to rethink and foreground my argument’s scope. 
13 See e.g. Einstein (2005) and Higgs (1964) for two particularly famous cases. 
14 See e.g. Joyce (2007, 2015) and Mackie (1977). 
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discovered through intuition, moral reasoning, or some other cognitive or affective process. 
The Discovery Model, as I propose we understand it, does not hold that we come to believe 
moral propositions passively or unreflectively. It is instead the conjunction of the following 
two claims: 
The discovery model of meta-ethics: there are in general truths or justified beliefs 
about moral issues (e.g. about right, wrong, good, bad) that can in principle be 
ascertained unilaterally, via an individual’s own intuition, use of philosophical 
argumentation (including normative ethical theorizing), or some other cognitive or 
affective process(es). 
 
The discovery model of moral-belief formation: people who tacitly or explicitly 
endorse the discovery model of meta-ethics will tend to form moral beliefs though 
intuition, argument, or other such “unilateral discovery process”, and believe at a 
higher-order level that they have discovered moral truths or developed justified moral 
beliefs through some such process. 
We can see just how commonly the Discovery Model is presupposed by examining everyday 
life, academic moral philosophy, and social-psychological research. 
Consider first everyday moral practice. When it comes to applied moral issues, 
laypeople and philosophers typically presuppose that there are ‘moral facts’—either moral 
truths or facts about which moral beliefs are justified—that can be discovered through 
intuition, argument, or some other cognitive or affective process. For example, laypeople 
who believe that abortion is morally wrong often claim to base this ‘discovery’ on the 
intuition or some argument that human beings have a moral right to life, arguing that since 
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fetuses are human beings, we should all believe that abortion is wrong.15 Conversely, people 
who believe abortion is morally permissible typically appear to base their opposing belief on 
different intuitive or argumentative ‘discoveries’, such as that fetuses do not have a moral 
right to life at certain stages of development16, or alternatively, that a fetal right to life is not 
a right to depend on a mother’s body.17 To take another case, consider the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict. Here too, both sides appear to treat moral truths as discoverable through intuition 
or argument. Whereas pro-Palestinian voices defend the moral ‘discovery’ Israel has 
wrongly occupied Palestinian lands, pro-Israelis typically defend the opposite ‘discovery’: 
that Israelis have rightly occupied Palestine, claiming that settlers are simply ‘living on land 
that Israel has liberated.’18 In each case, we see the Discovery Model’s two components 
exemplified: its meta-ethical component that moral truths or morally justified beliefs can be 
discovered through cognitive or affective process, as well as its psychological account of 
moral-belief formation (people forming moral beliefs representing their supposed ‘moral 
discoveries). These are not isolated cases. The Discovery Model appears presupposed in the 
moral teachings of major world religions—with Judaism holding that we can discover moral 
truths through the Ten Commandments; Christianity that we can discover moral truths via 
Christ; Islam that moral truth is to be discovered through the Quran; Buddhism that moral 
truth is be found in the Noble Eightfold Path; etc.  
The Discovery Model also clearly pervades academic moral philosophy. For example, 
in contemporary meta-ethics, the notion that moral facts exist to be discovered is central to 
                                                          
15 See e.g. NRLC (2016), Pro-Life Perspective (2016). 
16 See e.g. Arthur (2001). 
17 See e.g. Liberty Women’s Health (2016) 
18 See Black, Wedeman, and Mullen (2015) for a brief overview. 
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many theories of moral semantics and moral epistemology. While non-cognitivist 
interpretations of moral language exist, the dominant metaethical view of moral language is 
cognitivism: the view that sentences of the form, “X is morally wrong”, are true just in case it 
is a fact that X is morally wrong.19 Many moral realists argue that cognitivism is not only true, 
but that moral facts are mind-independent features of the world discoverable by us.20 
Further, consider other theories of moral epistemology: moral intuitionism, constitutivism, 
and reflective equilibrium. Intuitionists hold that moral truths can be discovered through 
moral perception21; constitutivists that moral truths can be discovered by reference to 
constitutive features of agency22; and proponents of reflective equilibrium that we can 
discover which moral beliefs are justified through a process of reflecting back and forth on 
moral principles, moral judgments about cases, and theoretical considerations.23 
Now consider normative ethical theory. Here too the Discovery Model is commonly 
endorsed. Act-utilitarians hold that an action is right if and only if the act maximizes utility—
facts that can in principle be discovered. Kantians hold that an action is permissible if and 
only if its maxim can be willed as a universal law24, respecting the humanity of oneself and 
others25—facts that can also in principle be discovered.26 Aristotelian virtue ethicists hold 
moral virtues are beneficial character traits which we can discover to be necessary for living 
well.27 And so on. Many other influential approaches to normative ethics—contractualism, 
                                                          
19 See van Roojen (2015) for an overview. 
20 See e.g. Shafer-Landau (2003), Brink (1989), Dancy (1986), Finlay (2007).  
21 See e.g. Audi (2015) as well as Stratton-Lake (2014): introduction, for an overview. 
22 See e.g. Kant (1785, 1797), Korsgaard (2008, 2009), and Katsafanas (2011). 
23 Daniels (2010). I thank an anonymous reviewer for encouraging me to highlight this. 
24 Kant (1785): 4:421. 
25 Ibid: 4:429. 
26 Ibid: 4:422-3, 4:429-31. 
27 See Nichomachean Ethics. Also see Hursthouse (1999): ch. 1. 
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Rossian pluralism, moral particularism, etc.—similarly hold that moral truths can be 
discovered by intuition, argument, or some other cognitive or affective process.28 
The Discovery Model also dominates theories of political morality—specifically, 
theories of justice. For example, Rawls argues we can discover through a process of rational 
reflection (‘reflective equilibrium’) that a just society would conform to two liberal-
egalitarian principles of justice.29 Robert Nozick argues we can discover through rational 
reflection that justice instead requires a minimal libertarian state.30 And so on. 
The Discovery Model also dominates applied ethics. In the applied ethical literature 
on abortion, some argue that abortion can be discovered to be wrong because it violates the 
moral rights of the fetus31; others argue that abortion can be discovered to be morally 
permissible at certain stages of fetal development due to the fetus not being a person32; 
others still argue that abortion is permissible because a fetal right to life is not a right to 
depend on a mother’s body.33 Indeed, the applied ethics literature is replete with works 
arguing that we can discover truths about applied ethical issues—about the ethics of torture, 
gun control, warfare, treatment of animals, etc.—through intuition, argument, or other 
cognitive or affective processes. 
Finally, the Discovery Model’s account of moral-belief formation coheres with the 
dominant empirical model of moral-belief formation in social psychology: the Social 
Intuition Model (SIM) which holds that moral beliefs are the result of sudden flashes of 
                                                          
28 See e.g. Scanlon (1998): 4, 191; Ross (1930); Dancy (2013); and Parfit (2011): §49. 
29 Rawls (1971). 
30 Nozick (1974). 
31 See e.g. Pojman (1998) and Marquis (2007). 
32 See e.g. Warren (1973). 
33 Thomson (1976). 
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affectively laden intuitions, with moral reasoning largely serving a subservient role to justify 
one’s beliefs ex post facto.34 
Several points are important to clarify before examining in §2 how the Discovery 
Model is likely involved in polarization.35 First, my claim is not that laypeople explicitly 
accept the Discovery Model as a philosophical theory. This is important to recognize, as it 
might seem implausible that an abstract philosophical theory that the average layperson has 
never heard of could produce group polarization among laypeople. My claim, to be clear, is 
merely that laypeople implicitly conform to the Discovery Model in their behavior—
specifically, in the simple, common acts believing they have discovered moral truths or 
morally justified beliefs (e.g. ‘It’s not just my opinion, abortion is wrong!’), and in forming 
first-order moral beliefs (e.g. ‘I believe that abortion is wrong’). The examples enumerated 
above—of how laypeople tend to think about moral issues ranging from abortion, to the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, to the moral teachings of major religions—illustrate just how 
common these Discovery-Model-conforming behaviors are among laypersons. 
Second, the Discovery Model should not be conflated with moral realism—the view 
that moral truths exist objectively as ‘mind-independent’ facts or properties. To see why, 
consider the divine command theory of ethics, the view that God’s will or commands define 
what is morally right, wrong, good, and evil. Insofar as divine command theory makes 
morality dependent on God’s mind, it is clearly not a form of mind-independent moral 
realism. Nevertheless, it does conform to the Discovery Model, at least for human agents. For 
although divine command theory holds that God’s will constitutes the normative basis of 
                                                          
34 Haidt (2001). 
35 I thank a reviewer for encouraging me to clarify the issues that follow. 
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moral norms, divine command theory also holds these are norms for humans to discover 
through cognitive or affective processes—specifically, through discovering what God’s will 
or commands actually are. Indeed, ordinary laypeople who are committed to divine 
command theory are often clearly committed, at least implicitly in their behavior, to both 
components of the Discovery Model: its model of meta-ethics and its model of moral-belief 
formation. For example, one very common religious argument against the moral 
permissibility of abortion is that we can discover through religious scripture or tradition that 
abortion is wrong because it is against God’s will. For example, one common Christian 
argument36 against abortion is that the Bible simultaneously implies that fetuses have souls 
(e.g. ‘Before I formed you in the womb I knew you’37) while asserting God’s Seventh 
Commandment, ‘You shalt not kill’—two claims that, or so it is alleged, jointly entail that 
abortion is morally wrong because it is against God’s will.38 According to those who subscribe 
to this argument, we can discover the moral fact abortion is wrong by reading the Bible (viz. 
the discovery model of meta-ethics). People who endorse this line of argument also appear 
to form their first-order moral beliefs (e.g. about abortion’s wrongfulness) on this basis of this 
‘moral discovery’ (viz. the discovery model of moral-belief formation). Similar commitments 
to the Discovery Model are exhibited by scripture- and tradition-based arguments espoused 
by members of other major religions, including Judaism39, Islam40, Hinduism41, and so on. 
Third, it is important to recognize that this article does not argue that the Discovery 
Model is the only cause of group polarization. There may be multiple sources of polarization, 
                                                          
36 See e.g. Keseman (n.d), Eternal Word (1996), etc. 
37 The New American Bible, Jeremiah 1:5 
38 Ibid, Exodus 20:13. 
39 See e.g. BBC BiteSize (n.d.) 
40 BBC (2009a). 
41 BBC (2009b) 
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including other sources that might even interact with or magnify the Discovery Model’s 
hypothesized polarizing features. For example, if the present article is correct, then 
subscribing to divine command theory (e.g. as many religious believers appear to do) should 
generate polarization at least in part because people who subscribe to it conform to the 
Discovery Model. However, this source of polarization is consistent with and might interact 
with other polarizing forces, such as personal allegiance to God or belief that religious values 
are especially sacred.42 These features of religious belief or motivation might magnify the 
Discovery Model’s polarizing features—by perhaps causing religious believers to become 
particularly unwilling to question their ‘moral discoveries’ (something that might make such 
individuals even more likely to adopt the polarizing behaviors described in §2 of this article). 
My argument, as such, is not meant to exclude other causes of polarization. It merely aims to 
establish that the Discovery Model is likely one significant cause of polarization—one that 
may complement or interact with other independent sources of polarization. 
Finally, my argument does not hold that the Discovery Model generates polarization 
necessarily or as a matter of principle. Rather, my argument is that the Discovery Model tends 
to play a significant role in polarization due to contingent psychological facts about human 
beings. To see why this is important, consider an absolute Platonist about ethics, someone 
who believes that morality is a matter of discovering and conforming the Form of the Good. 
Notice that, at least in principle, one could be a moral Platonist of this sort and not be very 
confident in one’s moral beliefs—for one might think (as Socrates appeared to in Plato’s 
Apology43) that it is very hard, perhaps even impossible, to know the Form of the Good. 
                                                          
42 See Sheikh et al. (2012). 
43 Plato, Apology: 21d. 
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Consequently, it seems possible that one might subscribe to the Discovery Model (as a 
‘Humble Moral Platonist’) and yet not act in any of the polarizing ways described below in 
§2. However, although this is worth recognizing, it is also worth recognizing Humble Moral 
Platonists of this sort are not the norm, either among philosophers or among laypeople. On 
the contrary, as we see in the examples given earlier and in our daily lives, people typically 
appear to think that they have discovered moral truths or arrived at morally justified beliefs. 
For example, in public debate one rather tends to find people who claim to be very sure that 
(e.g.) abortion44 and gun-control45 are wrong, others who claim to be very sure of the 
opposite positions46, etc. Similarly, moral philosophers who publish works on moral issues 
do not tend to be Humble Moral Platonists, either. Rather, they tend to defend particular 
moral discoveries—for instance, that there are mind-independent moral facts we can 
discover47, that abortion is wrong48, that women have a right to choose49, etc. 
My hypothesis, as §2 will present momentarily, is merely that these phenomena—
that is, the way that people tend to actually conform to the Discovery Model, given contingent 
human psychological tendencies—serve to generate polarization. I am interested in this 
contingent hypothesis for several related reasons. First, polarization is not merely an 
abstract philosophical problem. It is a serious moral, social, and political issue at present, in 
this world—a world not widely populated by Humble Moral Platonists. Consequently, it is 
important to understand its actual sources. Second, there is ample empirical evidence that 
however epistemically humble human beings might be in principle, they tend not to be so 
                                                          
44 Again see NRLC (2016), Pro-Life Perspective (2016). 
45 See e.g. Rowe (n.d.). 
46 See e.g. Feminist eZine (n.d.), Brezenoff (2018). 
47 See e.g. Shafer-Landau (2003), Brink (1989), Dancy (1986), Finlay (2007). 
48 Pojman (1998) and Marquis (2007). 
49 Thomson (1976). 
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epistemically humble given a wide variety of contingent psychological tendencies (see e.g. 
research on confirmation bias50, belief conservation51, the overconfidence effect52, 
anchoring53, and the bandwagon effect54). My aim, as such, is merely to motivate a contingent 
hypothesis: that given what we know about common human psychological tendencies, the 
Discovery Model likely plays a very significant role in causing polarization. If correct, this is 
an important finding—as it may not only help us understand the actual (albeit contingent) 
causes of polarization, but also inform further inquiry into how to prevent it (one possibility 
being the Negotiation Model this paper explores, another possibility being changing human 
psychological tendencies, a third possibility being becoming Humble Moral Platonists, etc.). 
2 The Discovery Model and Group Polarization 
There are two leading empirical theories of the causes of group polarization: Social 
Comparison Theory and Informational Influence Theory.  
 According to Social Comparison Theory, individuals in groups have a psychological 
tendency to want to gain acceptance and be perceived favorably by other members of their 
group. This desire for acceptance causes individuals in the group to adopt ever-so-slightly 
more extreme views than those already typical in the group, so as to “impress” and “prove” 
themselves to other members of the group55—something which often takes the form of 
moral grandstanding.56 Group polarization then occurs when many individuals in the group 
do more or less the same thing, progressively adopting more extreme views to impress each 
                                                          
50 Oswald & Grosjean (2004). 
51 Ducharme (1970). 
52 Hoffrage (2004). 
53 Zhang et al. (2007). 
54 Nadeau et al (1993). 
55 Bray and Noble (1978), Myers and Bishop (1970), and Luhan et al (2009). 
56 See Tosi & Warnke (2016). 
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other, causing the representative beliefs of the entire group to become progressively more 
extreme. Finally, and importantly, studies indicate that this phenomenon is even more likely 
to occur with respect to “judgmental issues”, such as moral or political matters.57 For 
instance, a recent study on Twitter regarding the shooting of an abortion doctor indicated 
that like-minded individuals on both sides of the issue tend to group together, reinforcing 
and progressively polarizing pro-life and pro-choice views.58 
 Informational Influence Theory supplements this account with a complementary 
mechanism: the tendency of people to group together with likeminded individuals to present 
novel arguments and information in favor of their preferred views, leading individuals in the 
group to become more easily convinced of even more extreme views.59 For example, 
members of different political parties tend to frequent different news sources and social 
media networks.60 These differential sources of information tend to provide members of 
each group with new information and arguments supporting their members’ preexisting 
views, ignoring or delegitimizing countervailing information and arguments, thereby 
making individuals in each groups more likely to develop more polarized views.61 Further, 
research indicates this mechanism is especially strong for “intellectant” issues—or issues 
involving intellectual debate, including moral issues.62 Informational Influence Theory also 
coheres with a well-established individual bias: confirmation bias, the tendency of people to 
                                                          
57 Isenberg (1986). 
58 Yardi and Boyd (2010). 
59 See Vinokur and Burnstein (1974) 
60 See e.g. Iyengar & Hahn (2009). 
61 See e.g. Morris (2007). 
62 Isenberg (1986). 
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selectively seek and privilege information confirming their preexisting beliefs, while 
ignoring or minimizing contrary information.63 
Importantly, these two theories are not mutually exclusive, nor are they “mere 
theories.” Because both have significant empirical support64, they are more accurately 
described as identifying two primary causal mechanisms of polarization.  
Finally, a third theory, Self-Categorization Theory, also has some empirical support.65 
Self-Categorization Theory holds that when individuals are confronted with a risky or 
threatening outgroup, there is a pronounced human tendency to coalesce around the views 
of one’s self-identified in-group as a kind of protection-mechanism of solidarity against the 
threatening out-group.66 This general mechanism is familiar from everyday life and 
history—as when Adolf Hitler used perceived threats to rally the German people behind his 
extreme Nazi ideology, as well as in polarized debates over moral issues today. For instance, 
anti-abortionists may be cast proponents of abortion as complicit in “genocide”67, whereas 
proponents of abortion cast anti-abortionists as “waging a war on women.”68 Finally, this 
mechanism appears to strengthen the more threatening the outgroup is perceived to be.69 
We can now provide several theoretical arguments that Discovery Model likely plays 
a significant role in group polarization. First, the Discovery Model appears to play directly 
into the phenomena described by Social Comparison Theory. Once again, Social Comparison 
                                                          
63 Plous (1993):  233. 
64 For major confirming evidence of Social Comparison Theory, see Bray and Noble (1978), Myers and Bishop 
(1970), and Luhan et al (2009). For major confirming evidence of Informational Influence Theory, see Stoner 
(1961), Myers and Arenson (1972), Kaplan (1977), and Hinsz and Davis (1984). 
65 See Hogg et al (1990) and McGarty et al (1992). 
66 Hogg et al (1990). 
67 Cunningham (2009). 
68 Andrews et al. (2017). 
69 McGarty (1992). 
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Theory shows that people tend to seek approval of those they interact with, adopting 
progressively more extreme views to impress those in their group. As such, Social 
Comparison Theory predicts that if people cluster around opposing moral “discoveries”—if, 
for instance, some believe they have discovered abortion is wrong, whereas others believe 
they have discovered abortion is permissible—there will be a progressive tendency for each 
group’s members to adopt more extreme positions in order to impress members of their own 
group. Which, of course, is basically what we do see across a wide variety of moral issues. 
We see people cluster together in opposing moral groups—pro-abortion and anti-abortion 
groups, gun-control and gun-rights groups, pro-Israel groups and pro-Palestinian groups, 
etc.—with members on each side often “ramping up” their moral claims to impress fellow 
group-members.70 Social Comparison Theory thus not only predicts that the Discovery 
Model likely plays a significant causal role in polarization. Social Comparison Theory and the 
Discovery Model together provide a potential explanation for why polarization is so 
pronounced on “judgmental” issues (specifically, moral issues).71 Because moral beliefs 
involve or are related to reactive attitudes such as anger and blame72, when members of 
opposing moral groups believe they have made opposing “moral discoveries” (viz. the 
Discovery Model), members of each group may adopt more extreme views in order to appeal 
to the reactive attitudes of members of their group (playing to their group’s anger, 
resentment, etc.).73 Social Comparison Theory thus predicts not only that the Discovery 
Model likely plays a causal role in polarization, but that likely plays a prominent role. 
                                                          
70 Tosi & Warmke (2016). 
71 See e.g. Haidt (2012) and Isenberg (1986). 
72 Strawson (1963). 




Now turn to Informational Influence Theory, the theory which holds that polarization 
occurs by people in groups providing each other novel arguments and information that 
confirm their pre-existing beliefs, making them more amenable to even more extreme views. 
Here again, the Discovery Model appears to play directly into these phenomena.  
Informational Influence Theory predicts that that if people cluster around opposing moral 
“discoveries”—if, for instance, some believe they have discovered abortion is wrong, 
whereas others believe they have discovered abortion is permissible—people will tend to 
provide new arguments and information to members of their own favored moral group, 
making members of each group progressively more amenable to more extreme beliefs. Yet 
this too is broadly what we see in everyday life. In the abortion debate, for instance, we see 
many novel philosophical arguments generated on each side of the debate, with each side 
tending to emphasize the novel arguments for their own moral beliefs while ignoring or 
dismissively discounting arguments for the other side’s beliefs.74 This is clearly not an 
isolated case, as people are known to cluster in political groups around different moral 
issues—groups which tend to expose their members to different information and 
arguments.75 Further, as we saw earlier, Information Influence Theory predicts that 
polarization tends to be particularly pronounced for “intellectant” issues.76 Because people 
who subscribe to the Discovery Model commonly treat moral matters as issues of intellectual 
debate—things to debate at dinner tables, on television, in university seminars, etc.—
                                                          
74 For instance, whereas anti-abortion websites such as Arthur (2001) and Pro-Life Perspective (2016) tend to 
emphasize philosophical arguments defending the moral status of human fetuses (viz. Marquis 2007 and 
Pojman 1998), pro-choice websites such as NLRC (2016) tend to emphasize arguments defending women’s 
rights to their bodies (viz. Thomson 1976). 
75 See e.g. Iyengar & Hahn (2009). 
76 Isenberg (1986). 
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Informational Influence Theory thus predicts that the Discovery Model likely plays a 
prominent role in polarization. 
Finally, the Discovery Model also appears to play directly into the phenomena 
described by Self-Categorization Theory. Self-Categorization Theory predicts that group 
polarization tends to occur when an in-group is confronted by a threatening out-group. It is 
plain from everyday experience, however, that in-groups and “threatening outgroups” are 
often defined precisely in moral terms—in terms of “moral truths” people believe members 
of their group to have discovered. For instance, both sides of the abortion debate clearly find 
the other group threatening77—and the same is clearly true across a variety of moral issues, 
including the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, gun-control, and so on. Insofar as human beings 
often do identify as members of moral groups—people who cluster around similar moral 
“discoveries”, viewing opposing groups as threatening out-groups—Social Categorization 
Theory also predicts that the Discovery Model plays a causal role in polarization. 
3 An Anti-Polarizing Alternative? The Negotiation Model 
In recent work, Muldoon and Arvan argue that many moral truths should be understood not 
as discoverable, but rather as the sort of thing that need to be negotiated and renegotiated 
on an ongoing basis.78 Arvan argues that although a few regulative moral ideals (of coercion-
minimization, mutual assistance, and fair bargaining) can be discovered through rational 
argumentation, all other moral truths—including how the above ideals should applied to 
applied ethical topics and politics—should be thought of not as discoverable through 
intuition, argument, or any other cognitive or affective process, but instead as created by 
                                                          
77 Again, see Andrews et al. (2017) and Cunningham (2009). 
78 Arvan (2016) and Muldoon (2016). 
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interpersonal negotiation (and potentially renegotiated, if those affected remain unsatisfied 
with the norms that have been negotiated).79 Muldoon’s model, in contrast, focuses more 
squarely on political morality, arguing that because in a diverse society even basic moral 
norms are subject to fundamental disagreement, social and political principles in such a 
society should be settled and resettled on an ongoing basis according to an iterated 
bargaining process. Let us call this general approach the Negotiation Model of morality. 
 The basic idea behind the Negotiation Model is straightforward. Consider again the 
issue of abortion. The Discovery Model holds that there are preexisting facts about the 
morality of abortion (viz. its rightness, wrongness, etc.) that we can discover through 
intuition, argument, or some other cognitive or affective process. In contrast, the Negotiation 
Model holds that the moral status of abortion is literally indeterminate unless and until a 
social compromise has been arrived at, after which point abortion’s moral status should be 
seen as defined by norms negotiated, in essence settling abortion’s moral status via 
negotiated compromise (as in: “We have now negotiated a compromise that abortion is 
permissible in conditions A, B, and C, but impermissible in conditions X, Y, and Z”80). On the 
Negotiation Model, as such, it is a meta- and normative-ethical mistake to form moral beliefs 
prior to social negotiation. People should instead withhold judgment on controversial moral 
issues, not forming moral beliefs on those issues until after clear public norms have been 
negotiated, after which point they should form beliefs in line with the negotiated norms (as 
in: “I now believe that abortion is morally permissible in conditions A, B, and C, but 
                                                          
79 Arvan (2016). 
80 This, in brief, is why the Negotiation Model holds that moral truth is created via negotiated compromise: the 
outcome of compromise comprises facts about right, wrong, good, bad, etc. that did not exist previously, 
establishing socially created truth-conditions for moral claims.  
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impermissible in conditions X, Y, and Z, because these are the standards that have been 
publicly negotiated as a compromise”). Importantly, on the Negotiation Model, these publicly 
negotiated norms—and the moral beliefs they prescribe—are not mere “maxims” or rules to 
follow for some further moral aim (such as, say, utility-maximization). The norms instead 
express genuine moral propositions about the issue in question (viz. the moral permissibility 
or impermissibility of abortion) that individuals should believe.81 
The Negotiation Model obviously raises many empirical and philosophical questions. 
First, is the model psychologically realistic? Can people really believe (for instance) that 
abortion’s moral status is indeterminate prior to public negotiation, and then come to believe 
that public negotiation settles its moral status? Second, is the model meta-ethically and 
normatively justifiable? Can negotiation truly settle the moral status of abortion? Because 
these are particularly broad issues that we cannot settle here, let us examine the Negotiation 
Model’s theoretical relationship to this paper’s topic—group polarization—as its 
implications in this narrow domain may be of some help in settling broader issues in future 
research.  
Before proceeding further, it is worth recognizing that Negotiation Model is not a 
wholly new idea. Habermas famously defends a discourse ethics, according to which morality 
is (very roughly) a matter of seeking mutual understanding.82 Similarly, Rorty argued that 
moral and social institutions are better thought of as, “experiments in cooperation rather 
than as attempts to embody a universal and ahistorical order.”83 A bit less strongly, 
Ackerman argues that a morally reflective person cannot permissibly cut themselves off 
                                                          
81 I thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this clarification. 
82 Habermas (1981, 1995). 
83 Rorty (1991): 196. 
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from political dialogue.84 Finally, although Rawls argues that principles of justice can be 
discovered through reflecting on a hypothetical thought-experiment (the ‘original position’), 
there are also undercurrents of discourse ethics (and the Negotiation Model) in his work. To 
see how, consider that Rawls maintains in A Theory of Justice that, ‘justification is argument 
addressed to those who disagree with us…Being designed to reconcile by reason, 
justification proceeds from what all parties to the discussion hold in common.’85 Rawls’ 
recognition that justification involves discussion with others who at least initially disagree—
and that discussion should seek a kind of common ground—appears to involve some kind of 
commitment to negotiating requirements of justice. And indeed, Rawls adds in his later work 
Political Liberalism that, ‘While I view it [the two principles of justice as fairness] as the most 
reasonable…I would simply be unreasonable if I denied that there were other reasonable 
conceptions…Any conception [of justice] that meets the criterion of reciprocity and 
recognizes the burdens of judgments…is a candidate [for a reasonable conception of 
justice].’86 This passage, particularly Rawls’ recognition that there could be other theories of 
justice that reasonable people might converge on—suggests that, for Rawls, although some 
regulative ideals of political morality (reciprocity and burdens of judgment) can recognized 
through reason, the question of which particular theory is most reasonable is one we must 
negotiate with others through mutual dialogue. If this is the right way to understand Rawls, 
then although his theory may appear to superficially conform to the Discovery Model (viz. 
the idea that we can discover his two principles of justice as ones that would govern a fully 
just society), at a more subtle level Rawls may well be a proponent of a form of the 
                                                          
84 Ackerman (1989). 
85 Rawls (1999): 508. 
86 Rawls (1993): xlix. 
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Negotiation Model. Consequently, Arvan’s and Muldoon’s theories can perhaps be better 
thought of as providing new defenses and developments of an approach to moral and 
political philosophy that has already had substantial influence (though, as we have seen, the 
Discovery Model has been far more dominant, both in everyday life among laypeople and 
academic moral philosophers). If this article is correct, group polarization may provide new 
reasons for philosophers and laypeople to take this alternative tradition more seriously. 
 Because as we have seen there is more than one theory of how morality may be 
fundamentally a matter of negotiation, let us define ‘the Negotiation Model’ of morality very 
broadly, as follows: 
The negotiation model of meta-ethics: aside (perhaps) from some general 
regulative moral ideals which may be discovered by rational argumentation (such as 
ideals of coercion-minimization and mutual assistance), moral truths do not exist to 
be discovered (or justified moral beliefs to be formed) by intuition, argument, or any 
other unilateral cognitive or affective process, but are instead created by multi-lateral, 
interpersonal processes of moral negotiation involving all those affected seeking to 
arrive at a compromise agreement guided by the aforementioned regulative ideals. 
 
The negotiation model of moral-belief formation: people who endorse the 
negotiation model of meta-ethics will tend to seek common ground with others who 
share relevant regulative moral ideals; believe that morality requires moral 
negotiation as such; and form moral beliefs only after negotiating compromises, in line 
with whatever norms have resulted from compromise agreement. 
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Because the model is complex, allow me to spell out each component.87 “Moral negotiation”, 
as I wish to understand it, is a term of art intended to cover any and all forms of interpersonal 
human behavior (such as conversation, voting, and so on) that involve those with interests 
in a given moral issue (abortion, etc.) obeying certain discursive rules—rules that at the very 
least include a commitment to (A) certain regulative moral ideals as background beliefs and 
motivations, (B) suspending moral judgment on the issue in question before interpersonal 
agreement is reached, and (C) seeking a compromise agreement on moral norms for the issue 
in question (e.g. abortion) with others who plausibly satisfy conditions (A) and (B). Allow 
me to illustrate. 
As mentioned earlier, on my account moral truths on controversial moral issues (e.g. 
abortion) should be understood in terms of the outcome of a compromise agreement 
between all those who plausibly share certain regulative ideals (of coercion-minimization, 
mutual assistance, etc.), but who may have different preferences and priorities on the issue 
in question. The example of abortion is instructive here. On my account, a major reason why 
the morality of abortion remains such a divisive issue is because individuals on both sides of 
the debate plausibly share relevant regulative moral ideals. Anti-abortion advocates, for 
example, typically claim that fetuses have a “right to life”—a claim clearly intended to help 
fetuses, protecting them from having their lives coercively ended. Pro-abortion advocates, on 
the other hand, claim women have a “right to choose”—a claim clearly intended to help 
women, protecting their reproductive choices from being coercively reduced. Both sides are 
thus plausibly motivated by regulative ideals of coercion-minimization and assisting others. 
The primary difference between the two sides—on my version of the Negotiation Model—
                                                          
87 I thank an anonymous reviewer for inviting me to explicate these components. 
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occurs at the level of moral priorities: anti-abortion advocates currently think the rights of 
the fetus should outweigh the rights of women, whereas pro-abortion advocates think the 
rights of women should take priority. On my version of the Negotiation Model, because both 
sides share relevant regulative ideals but have different priorities, they have a duty to 
negotiate a compromise: it is wrong for both sides to think that they can “discover” moral 
correctness of their own preferred view (e.g. “Abortion is wrong!”) via intuition, argument, 
or any other process of discovery.  
On the Negotiation Model, then, telling someone who cares about protecting fetuses 
or women they have the “wrong” view on abortion is fundamentally antithetical to 
morality—as this violates the Negotiation Model’s discursive requirement to suspend 
judgment prior to the outcome of negotiation. In contrast, the following conversational 
moves would be legitimate: “You and I both want to protect people from coercion. You want 
to protect fetuses from death, and I want to protect women’s ability to make family planning 
choices. You want women to either remain abstinent, or else accept the consequences of their 
sexual choices—including unintended pregnancy. However, I find this problematically 
coercive, as it is very difficult for people to remain abstinent, and so on. Because you and I 
disagree over these matters, let us seek a middle ground—one that may not fully satisfy 
either of us, but will at least enable you and I to arrive at a compromise, one involving 
substantial protection of fetal life for you, protection of women’s choice for me.”  
What kind of negotiated compromise might emerge from such a process? One obvious 
possibility—but not the only possible one—is this: because prevailing scientific knowledge 
indicates fetuses first become sentient between 18 to 25 weeks of gestation88, both sides of 
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the abortion debate could  (if they were willing to conform to the Negotiation Model) arrive 
at a compromise agreement that (i) early abortion prior to fetal sentience is morally 
permissible, (ii) abortion after fetal sentience is normally impermissible, except perhaps in 
cases of rape, incest, or danger to the mother’s life, and finally (iii) members of society share 
a duty to devote ample social resources to provide sexually-active women with ready access 
to family-planning resources (including access to affordable early-term abortion) to prevent 
abortion after fetal sentience.  
Such a compromise would almost certainly not fully satisfy many parties to the 
abortion debate—in part, I think, because the Discovery Model is so deeply entrenched in 
how people think about moral issues (viz. “But abortion is murder!”), but also because of the 
very nature of compromise (which requires “give and take”). Still, as uncomfortable as 
compromise may be, we should not summarily dismiss such accounts. Importantly, because 
people might not be wholly satisfied with a given compromise, compromises following the 
Negotiation Model would plausibly leave many matters open to renegotiation. If, for instance, 
the above compromise on abortion had serious negative effects on women’s lives (e.g. by 
requiring single women to bear children if the father dies late in pregnancy), individuals on 
the “pro-choice” side of the debate could bring that new information to bear publicly in the 
aim of renegotiating abortion norms (as in: “I know we have currently agreed that abortion 
is permissible in cases X, Y, and Z. However, because this standard of permissibility is having 
negative effects on women, I would like us to consider a new compromise on different 
standards of permissibility”). The Negotiation Model thus entails—plausibly, I believe—that 




It might seem hard to imagine many people ever accepting the Negotiation Model, as 
it would require us to give up many moral convictions that we may believe very deeply. 
Indeed, the Negotiation Model’s psychological model of moral-belief formation might turn 
out to be difficult or even impossible for people to reliably conform to, if Haidt’s Social 
Intuition Model (SIM) of moral-belief formation is correct.89 Further, some may worry that 
the Negotiation Model would have undesirable moral consequences, such as requiring gays 
and lesbians to negotiate on same-sex marriage—compromises that might set back the gay 
liberation movement.90 These are important questions worth investigating in more detail in 
future research. Indeed, it is worth noting that the Negotiation Model’s relations to group 
polarization could potentially help address some of the concerns just raised. Suppose, in line 
with my arguments to come in this paper, empirical investigation found the Negotiation 
Model to prevent polarization and foster cooperative resolutions to moral controversies. 
Suppose, further, that empirical studies found cooperative resolutions to moral debates to 
better advance the cause of liberation groups, on average, relative to the Discovery Model—
which the Negotiation Model might do in at least two ways: (1) by delegitimizing certain 
traditional forms of moral argument (e.g. appeal to religious scripture or traditional 
practices to make ‘moral discoveries’ about same-sex marriage), and (2) undermining the 
formation and effectiveness of reactionary social movements (e.g. anti-gay groups) whose 
members oppose liberation movements. As such, future research might either dispel or 
                                                          
89 See Haidt (2012). However, it is important to note here that empirical data supporting the SIM model have 
been collected under prevailing social conditions—in which most people appear to tacitly or explicitly accept 
the Discovery Model. Consequently, it is an open question whether a “paradigm shift” in the direction of the 
Negotiation Model might substantially change how individuals form moral beliefs.  
90 I thank an anonymous reviewer for raising these concerns. 
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confirm the above worries about the Negotiation Model. However, because we cannot settle 
these issues here, let us instead examine the model’s relationship to polarization.  
Let us begin with Social Comparison Theory: the theory which holds that group 
polarization results from people adopting more extreme views to impress fellow group 
members. The Negotiation Model promises to undercut this polarizing mechanism in at least 
two ways: by (A) discouraging people from adopting first-order moral beliefs (e.g. “Abortion 
is wrong!”) prior to negotiating, and (B) encouraging people to see answers to controversial 
moral questions as created through negotiated compromise. These two discursive elements 
of the Negotiation Model promise to defuse polarizing mechanisms of social comparison at 
“step 1”: it would lead people have no settled moral beliefs for groups to cluster around (e.g. 
“Abortion is wrong”) in the first place. On the contrary, it would plausibly give people an anti-
polarizing ideal to cluster around despite their differences: the ideal of negotiating 
compromises with people with different priorities who share relevant moral ideals. 
Importantly, existing research already indicates that group organization around such a 
cooperative ideal does indeed mitigate polarization and promote cooperation.91 As such, the 
Negotiation Model theoretically promises to harness the forces that Social Comparison 
Theory identifies as responsible for group polarization to produce the very opposite: 
progressive convergence on a cooperative norm of negotiated compromise. 
Now consider Informational Influence Theory, the theory which holds that group 
polarization is generated precisely by people seeking out and attending selectively to 
information that confirms their preexisting belief. The Negotiation Model promises to 
undermine the social psychological forces responsible for group polarization here as well. 
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When people have preexisting first-order moral beliefs on a given side of an issue, as on the 
Discovery Model—such as the preexisting belief that abortion is wrong, or alternatively, that 
women have a right to abortion—the phenomenon of informational influence leads each side 
to attend to information in support of their preexisting moral beliefs, making each side more 
amenable to more extreme beliefs. The Negotiation Model, on the other hand, holds that 
people should not have opposing first-order moral beliefs in the first place, but should 
instead conceive answers to moral questions (such as the morality of abortion) as created 
through negotiated compromise. But now if people increasingly held this kind of first-order 
moral belief—the belief that answers to controversial moral questions must be negotiated—
then Informational Influence Theory predicts that people would become progressively more 
inclined to seek out and attend selectively to their belief that moral answers must be created 
cooperatively through negotiation. Consequently, the Negotiation Model theoretically 
promises to harness the phenomena described by Informational Influence Theory to prevent 
polarization and promote cooperation. 
Finally, consider Social-Categorization Theory, the theory which holds that group 
polarization results from the development of in-groups which then treat out-groups as 
threatening. As we have seen, in-groups and out-groups often form around divisive moral 
“discoveries.” For example, whereas anti-abortionists often cast defenders of abortion as a 
threatening out-group (“They are baby-killers!”), defenders of abortion often cast anti-
abortionists the very same way (“They want to take away women’s rights!”). The Negotiation 
Model once again promises to halt this polarizing force at “step 1.” Insofar as it (A) holds that 
people should not have settled moral beliefs on issues prior negotiation, and (B) should be 
willing to negotiate compromises with those with different priorities, the Negotiation Model 
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would theoretically prevent the formation of divisive in-groups and out-groups, instead 
promoting the development of a cooperative in-group: people who have different priorities 
on controversial moral issues (abortion, gun control, etc.), but who are nevertheless unified 
around anti-polarizing ideals of negotiation and compromise (something which, again, has 
indeed been found to promote cooperation92). Finally, Social-Categorization Theory does 
plausibly predicts that the Negotiation Model would generate certain types of polarization—
namely, polarization between those who accept the Negotiation Model and those who accept 
the Discovery Model (who might indeed regard each other as threatening “enemies”), as well 
as polarization with those who reject relevant regulative ideals (e.g. racists, sexists, etc.). 
However, while Social-Categorization Theory plausibly predicts that there would be 
polarization between these groups—with each potentially treating the others as threatening 
out-groups—these would not obviously be bad forms of polarization according to the 
Negotiation Model, as the model itself suggests that we should not tolerate the Discovery 
Model or false regulative ideals. 
In sum, all three theories of polarization predict that the Negotiation Model is likely 
to substantially reduce polarization relative to the Discovery Model, and perhaps even 
generate its opposite: a progressive willingness to cooperate and compromise. 
4 Normatively Evaluating Polarization and Models of Morality  
This article cannot definitively settle how to normatively evaluate polarization or the two 
models of morality under discussion. That would require answers to broad meta- and 
normative- ethical questions well beyond the scope of a single article. We can, however, 
outline some plausible methods for investigating these matters. 
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 First, it is worth recognizing that traditional models of morality—the kinds identified 
earlier as falling into the Discovery Model—might be used to justify adopting the Negotiation 
Model of meta-ethics and moral-belief formation on meta-ethically self-effacing first-order 
moral grounds, due to the models’ hypothesized effects on polarization. Allow me to explain.  
Consider standard act-utilitarianism. As mentioned earlier, act-utilitarianism has 
been traditionally understood along the lines of the Discovery Model. Utilitarian 
philosophers aim to discover what maximizes utility (in trolley cases, torture, freedom of 
expression, and so on), arguing that we should adopt moral beliefs on the basis of those 
discoveries (e.g. believe torture is wrong if torture is discovered not to maximize utility). 
However, utilitarianism could in principle entail—if the Discovery Model is found to produce 
polarization, and polarization is in turn found not to maximize utility—that we should reject 
the Discovery Model in favor of the Negotiation Model as a means to maximizing utility. After 
all, if utilitarianism is true, then we should morally evaluate polarization and meta-ethical 
models of moral truth, justified belief, and moral-belief formation wholly by reference to 
social utility. To see how, suppose this paper’s primary theoretical predictions are verified 
by future research—that the Discovery Model turns out to substantially cause, and 
Negotiation Model substantially reduce, group polarization. Suppose that further research 
then found due to their respective effects on polarization, our subscribing to the Negotiation 
Model (of moral truth, justified belief, and moral-belief formation) would cause greater social 
utility than the Discovery Model (perhaps by the former fostering better social cooperation 
and less divisiveness). If this is what future empirical science found, we would have 
utilitarian grounds for subscribing to the Negotiation Model over the Discovery Model (even 
if, ultimately, the Discovery Model is true meta-ethically).   
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Are there any reasons to believe that utilitarianism might actually have these 
implications? There are prima facie reasons to think it might. First, commitment to ideals of 
negotiation has already been found to foster productive cooperation.93 Second, while the 
Negotiation Model allows for some forms of polarization—forms caused by fighting racism, 
sexism, and other values inconsistent with the model’s regulative ideals—these specific 
forms of polarization are prima facie utility-conducive. Because racists, sexists, and so on, 
aim to deny happiness to entire classes of people, fighting against such values (which the 
Negotiation Model requires) is plausibly conducive to long-term social utility, even if it 
involves polarization. Indeed, this seems evident from civil rights movements, which are 
often polarizing yet plausibly lead to greater long-run utility by overthrowing oppression. 
Finally, there are prima facie reasons to believe that other forms polarization—including 
kinds plausibly caused by the Discovery Model—are utility-diminishing. For, as we have seen, 
polarization in general is known to have many prima facie negative social effects, including 
increasing social mistrust, selfishness, extremism, and violence. We plausibly witness these 
negative effects on a continual basis, across a wide variety of domestic and international 
contexts, such as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, where polarization has been shown to 
undermine the ability of the opposing sides to forge a stable, peaceful resolution.94 Another 
obvious example is domestic political affairs in the United States today, where increasing 
polarization95 has been accompanied increasing public dissatisfaction with Congress96 and 
the overall direction of the country.97 There are of course many complex empirical questions 
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here. The relevant point is merely that there are prima facie reasons to believe that the 
Negotiation Model may be more utility-conducive than the Discovery Model due to each 
model’s hypothesized effects on polarization. 
Second, while as we saw earlier Kantianism has been traditionally interpreted in line 
with the Discovery Model—as Kantian philosophers generally suppose we can discover 
which maxims are universalizable or respect humanity as an end-in-itself through 
philosophical argumentation—it is possible that Kantianism could morally require us to 
reject the Discovery Model in favor of the Negotiation Model on first-order moral grounds. 
Consider for example Christine Korsgaard’s influential “practical contradiction 
interpretation” of Kant’s categorical imperative, which holds that a maxim of actions fails to 
satisfy Kant’s principle—and is therefore morally wrong to act upon—if the universal 
adoption of the maxim as a “standard procedure” would undermine the successful pursuit of 
the maxim’s intended goal.98 As illustrated above with utilitarianism, the kinds of 
polarization-producing actions the Negotiation Model plausibly allows—polarization in 
fighting racism, sexism, and so on—may well be necessary for the effective pursuit of their 
end-goal: overthrowing oppression. Because, as many civil rights movements suggest, 
overthrowing oppressive values may require polarizing activities (protests, civil 
disobedience, etc.), forms of polarization caused by the Negotiation Model’s requirement to 
not negotiate with inherently-oppressive values may well pass Korsgaard’s practical 
contradiction test. Finally, there are prima facie reasons to believe that other forms of 
polarization—including kinds potentially caused by the Discovery Model—generally make 
it more difficult for agents to effectively pursue their goals, thus plausibly failing Korsgaard’s 
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test. For example, polarization in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict appears to have undermined 
the ability of both sides to effectively pursue their goals.99 Similarly, political polarization in 
the United States appears to have led to consistent frustrations on both sides of the political 
aisle, as evidenced again by low congressional approval ratings100 and dissatisfaction with 
the direction the country is heading.101 Thus, while there are once again many complex 
questions—regarding which kinds of polarization undermine the successful pursuit of 
goals—there are prima facie reasons to belief that adopting the Negotiation Model as a 
maxim (for understanding moral truth, justified moral-beliefs, and forming moral-beliefs) 
might satisfy the categorical imperative whereas adopting the Discovery Model might fail. 
Third, virtue-ethical frameworks—which have also been traditionally interpreted in 
line with the Discovery Model (viz. our task is to discover how to live virtuously)—could in 
an analogous fashion require us, as a first-order moral requirement, to reject the Discovery 
Model in favor of the Negotiation Model. For consider Rosalind Hursthouse’s definition of 
morally right action in terms of what a virtuous agent would do in the circumstances.102 On 
the one hand, forms of polarization allowed by the Negotiation Model (e.g. polarization 
caused by protesting racism or sexism) plausibly express moral virtue. If polarization is 
necessary for overthrowing oppression—as the history of civil rights movements plausibly 
suggest—and the virtuous person just is a person committed to overthrowing oppression 
(which seems plausible as well), then there are prima facie reasons to believe that the 
virtuous person would engage in forms of polarization allowed by the Negotiation Model. On 
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the other hand, polarization more generally—including kinds of moral polarization 
theoretically caused by the Discovery Model (viz. the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, 
contemporary politics, etc.)—has been linked to things commonly deemed moral vices: 
selfishness, mistrust, prejudice, extreme political decisions, group violence, and so on. 
Consequently, although once again many complex questions arise—about which forms of 
polarization are virtuous or vicious—there are prima facie reasons to believe that virtue 
ethics may also support subscribing to the Negotiation Model over the Discovery Model. 
Now, to be sure, there is something philosophically awkward—and, I think, ultimately 
problematic—about defending the Negotiation Model in these ways. For notice: on all of the 
above frameworks, morality is still a matter of discovering (viz. utility, universalizability, 
virtue) whether we ought to adopt the Negotiation Model on “moral grounds.” As such, all 
such views are in a deep way metaethically self-effacing, holding (qua Discovery Model) that 
moral truths really are ultimately discoverable, but that to fulfill our moral duties we need to 
act (psychologically) as though the Negotiation Model were true. While such a self-effacing 
view—that first-order morality requires us to believe false things about metaethics (viz. the 
Negotiation Model)—may ultimately be correct, it is for all that an awkward view, as all self-
effacing philosophical views are. 
Fortunately, there are non-self-effacing ways of defending the Negotiation Model as a 
correct meta-ethical view partly on the basis of the model’s relations to polarization. For 
example, Muldoon argues that seeing morality in terms of bargaining is advantageous for 
social cooperation, as parties willing to bargain may be more willing to cooperate with others 
who disagree than those who ‘stand on principle.’ Notice that Muldoon’s view sits nicely with 
the present paper’s hypotheses regarding polarization: namely, that at least some forms 
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polarization may be normatively bad because of their tendency to make social cooperation 
more difficult (though perhaps other forms of polarization—those overthrowing oppressive 
systems such as slavery—may improve social cooperation). Somewhat similarly, Arvan 
argues it is rational to conceptualize morality as requiring negotiation on grounds of 
diachronic rationality. In brief, Arvan argues that because individuals make choices that 
affect themselves in the future, it is rational to choose in ways that advance the interests of 
one’s present and future selves.103 But, Arvan argues, because the future (particularly the 
distant future) is deeply uncertain, the most rational way to choose in the present may be to 
act in ways that as many of one’s possible future selves can endorse as possible. Consequently, 
Arvan argues, because some of one’s possible future selves may be purely self-interested, 
whereas other possible future selves care about the interests of others for a variety of 
reasons—including self-interest, but also transformative empathy—justifying one’s actions 
to one’s present and possible future selves requires negotiating a middle ground between 
one’s possible egoistic interests and the interests of other beings (things Arvan suggests 
requires acting on regulatory goals of coercion-minimization, mutual assistance, and fair 
bargaining in negotiation). While on Arvan’s model some forms of polarization may be 
normatively rational (namely, polarization that aims to overthrow ideals inconsistent with 
regulatory ideals of coercion-minimization and mutual assistance), other forms of 
polarization (forms that undermine compromise between individuals who share relevant 
regulatory ideals) are normatively irrational. 
 In short, Muldoon and Arvan both contend morality should be fundamentally 
reconceived in terms of negotiation on grounds of rationality (viz. cooperating despite 
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disagreement for Muldoon, diachronic individual rationality more generally for Arvan). 
Because some (if not all) forms of group polarization plausibly undermine social cooperation 
or the goals of one’s possible future selves, Muldoon and Arvan both offer additional 
theoretical resources for normatively evaluating group polarization and, by extension, 
comparatively evaluating the Discovery and Negotiation models of morality. 
5 Avenues for Future Research 
This paper’s argument raises many empirical questions. First, do people generally conform 
to the Discovery Model, or do some of us already at least tacitly endorse some form of the 
Negotiation Model? Although people often seem to form moral beliefs as “unilateral” 
discoveries, people also sometimes seem willing to negotiate moral compromises. Second, 
can people realistically form beliefs in the manner prescribed in the Negotiation Model, 
suspending judgment on moral issues until after compromises are publicly negotiated? 
Third, does the Discovery Model actually cause group polarization in the ways identified in 
§2, and would adopting the Negotiation Model prevent polarization and promote productive 
compromise in the ways hypothesized in §3? Finally, there is the interesting question—
which due to space-constraints are beyond this paper’s scope—of how non-cognitivist moral 
views (which deny the existence of moral truth altogether) relate to polarization relative to 
the two models discussed here.104 
These are all important questions that could be examined utilizing common empirical 
methodologies. First, cross-sectional survey studies might measure whether and to what 
extent people accept the Discovery Model (viz. survey items like, “I adopt my moral beliefs 
on the basis of intuition”, “I have settled beliefs about the morality of abortion”, etc.); whether 
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and to what extent people accept the Negotiation Model (viz. items like, “I am willing to 
compromise with others on moral issues”); and finally, whether and to what extent 
respondents engage in polarizing behaviors. Cross-sectional studies of this sort might enable 
researchers to determine whether and to what extent the Discovery Model and Negotiation 
Model are related to polarization-causing behaviors (of the sort identified by the three 
theories of polarization). Second, longitudinal studies might be used to establish causation. 
For example, a longitudinal study might have a control group who engage in ‘normal’ moral 
behavior (viz. the Discovery Model) alongside experimental groups whose participants 
might be prompted, several times per day when engaging in social media use, to “withhold 
judgment” or otherwise conform to the Negotiation Model’s discursive rules. Longitudinal 
studies of this sort might enable researchers to determine whether prompting people to 
conform to the Negotiation Model lessens polarizing behaviors relative to the Discovery 
Model. Finally, experimental interventions might be studied under laboratory conditions, 
with small groups of test-subjects debating a moral issue, where in the control condition 
respondents act “normally” (viz. the Discovery Model) and in the experimental condition 
respondents are prompted to conform to the Negotiation Model.  
Finally, this paper raises many philosophical questions. First, there is the question of 
which of the two models of morality—the Discovery Model or Negotiation Model—is most 
defensible meta-ethically (viz. moral semantics, etc.). Second, this paper’s theoretical 
arguments raise important normative ethical questions about the desirability of polarization 
and different models of morality and moral-belief formation. For example, because 
homogenous groups may outcompete heterogeneous groups105, some forms of group 
                                                          
105 See e.g. Durkheim [1893] & Haidt (2012). 
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polarization may be socially adaptive. Similarly, although exposing people to a variety of 
opinions (as the Negotiation Model suggests) appears to promote moderation in group 
opinions and behaviors106, there is also some evidence that it can promote apathy.107 
Because the social effects of the Discovery Model and Negotiation Model are likely to be 
complex, understanding them better is likely to be of substantial philosophical importance. 
Conclusion 
Laypeople and philosophers tend to treat moral truths or justified moral beliefs as 
“discoverable” through intuition, argument, or other cognitive or affective process. However, 
we have seen that there are strong theoretical reasons—based on three empirically-
supported theories of group polarization—to believe this Discovery Model of morality is a 
likely cause of polarization: a social-psychological phenomenon known to have a wide 
variety of disturbing social effects. We then saw that there are complementary theoretical 
reasons to believe that a Negotiation Model of morality might not only mitigate polarization 
but actually foster its opposite: an increasing willingness for to work together to arrive at 
compromises on moral controversies. While this paper does not prove the existence of the 
hypothesized relationships between the Discovery Model, Negotiation Model, and 
polarization, it demonstrates that there are ample theoretical reasons to believe that such 
relationships are likely and worthy of further empirical and philosophical research.  
                                                          
106 Johnston & Macrae, 1994; Stroud, 2010 
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